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Summary. Let xk(v) and x'k(v) denote the &th positive zeros, in decreasing order, of

the modified Bessel function Kit,(x) of purely imaginary order and of its derivative

K,'„(x) = £Klv(x), respectively. We show that for k = 1,2,... and 0 < v < 00, xk(v) <

x'i{(") < " and xk(v)/xk+1(v) and xk(v) - xk+l(v) decrease as k increases. Some related

results are mentioned for the zeros of K[„(x) and the chain of inequalities |/sf,„(.xj(p))| >

l*"/,(*2(»0)l > • > \Kir(x'n(v))\ > |A:,„(x;, + 10))| > is established.

1. Introduction. We are concerned in this paper with some inequalities and monotonicity

results for the zeros of the modified Bessel function K^{x). It is known [5, p. 88] that for

real x the function K c) has no zeros if /1 is not purely imaginary. However when ju is a

pure imaginary number (ju = / v) the function Kjv(x) vanishes at + 00 and has infinitely

many positive zeros whose only point of accumulation is x = 0.

These zeros occur in certain physical problems such as in the determination of the

bound states for an inverse square potential with hard core in the Schrodinger equation

[4]. See [5] for other possible useful applications.

We indicate with xk{v) (k = 1,2, • • •) the positive zeros of Kjv(x) in decreasing order

(xj(j') > x2(i>) > ■■■ > x„(i>) > xn + 1(v) > ■■■ >0) and deal with some inequalities

and monotonicity results for xk(v). The behaviour of xk(v) has been investigated by

Ferreira and Sesma [4] and later by Lewis and Muldoon [8]. Here we consider the

sequence of the positive zeros of K'v(x) = ^Kip(x) ordered in the following

way

x{(v) > x'2(i>) > ■■■ > x'n(v) > x'n+l(v) > ••• >0

and show, among other things, that the first turning value Kjv(x[(v)) is a maximum and

that the inequalities

xk(v) < x'k(v) < v, 0 < v < 00, k = 1,2, • • •
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hold. Clearly this result is more illuminating than the inequality x^v) < v established in

[4], We study also the connection between the zeros xk(v) of Kit,(x) and x'k(v) of K'p(x)

showing that between two consecutive zeros of K,v{x) there lies one and only one zero of

K'Ax).
We are interested also in some monotonicity results for the ratio xk{v)/xk+l(v) and the

difference xk(v) — xk + l(v). The method employed for these results is that which was used

by Lorch [9] for the zeros of Bessel functions and by Elbert and Laforgia [3] for the zeros

of ultraspherical polynomials.

Finally in section 4 we prove the chain of inequalities

> ••• >|^(^« + i("))| > •••

and mention some possible extensions to x'k(v) of the monotonicity results obtained for

**(")•

The principal tools used here are the differential equation [12, p. 77]

x2y" + xy'-{x2 - v2)y = 0 (1.1)

satisfied by Kiv{x), the Sturm comparison theorem in a form given by Szego and the

Sonine-Polya theorem. These theorems will be enunciated in Sections 3 and 4, respec-

tively.

2. The inequalities. A result established in [4] asserts that the first positive zero

satisfies the inequality

x{(v) < v, 0 < v < oo. (2.1)

Since the sequence of zeros xk(v) of Kit,(x) is infinite and * = 0 is the only point of

accumulation, then by Rolle's theorem applied to each interval (xk(v), xk_l(v)) we get

that also the sequence of the zeros of K'iv(x) is infinite and x = 0 is a point of

accumulation for this sequence.

We now give further information on the behaviour of Kiv(x) for large values of x and

we prove a more precise result than (2.1).

From the relation [5, p. 56]

Kjx)
hm — = 1

a-->+oo ^Tr/lxe x

we obtain immediately that Kiy(x) tends to zero when x tends to infinity and that it is

ultimately positive. This proves that on the right-hand side of there is at least one

zero, say a, of K'„{x) which is a maximum point for Klv(x). Moreover Kjv(a) is positive,

K'jv(a) = 0 and K,"(a) is negative. From the differential equation (1.1) satisfied by Klv(x)

it follows that

a2K,"(a) = (a2 - v2)KiP(a), (2.2)

so that a2 — v1 < 0 and hence a < v.

Thus the value v is an upper bound for every maximum point of Kiy(x). Moreover

since lim^^ K,„(x) = 0+, hence on the right-hand side of every minimum point of

Kiv(x), say b > x^y), there exists a maximum point. Therefore we can conclude that the

value v is an upper bound for every zero of K'„(x) and that there exist a finite number of

zeros of K'p(x) which are greater than x^v).
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This shows that, like Kjv(x), the function K,'„(x) has infinitely many positive zeros

whose only point of accumulation is x = 0. Hence we can indicate by {x^(i')}^=1 the

infinite sequence of such zeros in decreasing order, that is

x[(v) > x'2(v) > ■■■ > x'„(p) > x'n + 1(v) >

and conclude that x[(p) is a maximum point for Kiv(x). Thus we have established the

following result.

Theorem 2.1. Let Xi(»0 and x[(p) be the largest positive zeros of Kjv(x) and K'jv(x),

respectively, 0 < v < oo. Then

.x^c) < < v, 0 < v < oo.

Remark 2.1. A simple application of Rolle's theorem on the interval (*a + i(")> **("))

shows that the inequality x^p) < x[(v) can be extended to all xk{p) and x'k(p), so that

more generally we get

xk(p) < x'k(p) < p, k = 1,2,..., 0 < v < oo.

Theorem 2.2. Between two consecutive zeros of Kjv(x) there lies one and only one zero of

Proof. By Rolle's theorem there exists one such zero of K'Xx). If there exists more than

one, then there must be at least three. But for at least one of these three zeros of K'lv(x),

say b, Kt"(b) and Kjv(b) would be of the same sign. On the other hand (2.2) with a

replaced by b shows that this contradicts the property b < v proved in Theorem 2.1. The

proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete.

Corollary 2.1. The zeros of Kjlt(x) and K'v(x) separate each other.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 and the fact that by this

theorem there exists exactly one zero x[(p) of K'u(x) on the interval (xx{p), oo).

3. Monotonicity results. We are interested in this section in the monotonicity in k of the

ratio xk(p)/xk + x(p) and of the difference xk(p) — xk+l(p) (k = 1,2,...) between two

consecutive zeros of Kllt(x). The tool used here is the Sturm comparison theorem that for

our purposes it is useful to enunciate in Szego's form, [10, p. 19].

Lemma 3.1. (Sturm comparison theorem). Let the functions y(x) and Y(x) be nontrivial

solutions of the differential equations

y"(x) +f(x)y = 0; Y"(x) + F(x)Y(x) = 0

and let them have consecutive zeros at xv x2,...,xm and Xy, X2,Xm respectively on

an interval (a, b). Suppose that f(x) and F(x) are continuous, that f(x)<F(x),

a < x < xm, and that

lim [y'(x)Y(x)-y(x)Y'(x)] =0.
x—>a

Then

Xk < xk, k = 1,2,..., m.
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Theorem 3.1. Let W^„(.x) and Zlt,(x) be modified Bessel functions of purely imaginary

order, i.e., any two solutions of differential equation (1.1), not necessarily linearly

independent. Moreover let ak(v) and bk(v) be their respective positive zeros, with

bk(v + e) < am(v) for a fixed pair of positive integers k and m and some e > 0. Then

bk(v + e) < a J")

bk + i(" + E) am+l(v)'

Proof. The functions Wir(ex) and Zll,(ex) satisfy the differential equation

y" + *,{x)y = 0 (3.1)

where <j>r(x) = — e2x + v2.

Besides (3.1) we consider the differential equation

z" + *,+t(x - h)z = 0 (3.2)

satisfied by Zi(v+c)(ex~h) where

h = logam(v) - logbk(v + e) > 0.

Clearly «J>„(x) < <t>„ + c(x - h) for e ^ 0, so we can compare the differential equations (3.1)

and (3.2). The functions Wjv(ex) and Zl{t,+e)(ex~h) both vanish at log= logbk(v +

e) + h and by the Sturm comparison theorem (Lemma 3.1) the next zero of Zi{l/+[)(ex~h)

precedes the next zero of Wiv{ex). Hence log bk_l(v + e) + h < logleading to

bk-1(" + e) , . n , / , \ ^ < \
v > 0, bk(v + e) < am{v), e > 0.

bk(v + £) aAv)

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.

Corollary 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1

Xk-l(") . Xk-2(") . n

—n- —TT' "> °-
Xk(V) Xk_i(v)

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.1 in the particular case Wjv(x) = Ziv(x) =

Klw(x), with e = 0, m = A: — 1 and bk(v) = ak(v) - xk(v).

Remark 3.1. We observe that the main idea used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 has been

used already by Szego and Turan [11] for the ultraspherical polynomials and subsequently

extended to the zeros of other special functions, (see [2, 3, 7, 9]). L. Lorch called this

method "the use of the simultaneous monotonicity in v and x of the function ipy(x) in

the differential equation y" + \p,(x)y = 0."

Theorem 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 we get

bk-x(v + e) - M" + £) < om-1(") - am(v).

Proof. The proof runs along the same lines as that of Theorem 3.1.

We consider the differential equation

y" + y,(x)y = o (3.3)

where yv(x) = — 1 + 1/4v; 1-2, satisfied by xl/2Ki„(x) and in addition the new differential

equation

z" + y, + e(x - h)z = 0 (3.4)
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where

h = am(") ~ bk{v + e) > 0,

satisfied by Z/(„+e)(jc - h). We get immediately y„(x) < yv+c(x ~ h). Moreover Wiy(x)

and Zi(„+e)(x - h) both vanish at a^v), so an application of the Sturm comparison

theorem gives

Vi(" + £) - bk(v + e) < am_x(v) - am{v), v > 0, bk(v + e) < am{v),

e > 0,

which is the desired result.

Corollary 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2,

- Xkiv) < _ Xk-1(")-

Proof. The result follows by applying Theorem 3.2 with

Wjx) - Zir(x) - Kir(x) and e = 0, w = - 1, «*(") = = **(")-

4. Further results. Further information on the behaviour of the function Kiv(x) with

respect to x can be drawn from a simple application of the following classical result [10, p.

166],

Lemma 4.1. (Sonine-Polya theorem). Let y = y(x) satisfy the differential equation

d_

dx p(x)fa +P(x)y = 0 (4.1)

where p(x) and P(x) are positive in (a, b).

Suppose that the function Q(x) = p(x)P(x) has a continuous derivative of a constant

sign in (a, b). Then the successive relative maxima of |^(a:)|, as x increases from a to b,

form an increasing or decreasing sequence according as Q(x) decreases or increases.

We write the differential equation (1.2) in the following self-adjoint form

f2

Mx^)+(~x+tI1"0- >■-*»<-*>

and observe that with the notations of Lemma 4.1, Q(x) = p(x)P(x) = -x2 + v2 which

clearly decreases as x increases (x > 0). Therefore an application of Lemma 4.1 gives the

following chain of inequalities

l*„(*i("))|>I*,„(*;("))I> >|*,>(*;("))|>l*,>(*;+i('))l>
Another result that we can prove for the zeros x'k(v) of K'y(x) is the following.

Theorem 4.1. Let a'k(v) and b'k(i>) be the ^th positive zeros of the derivatives with respect

to * of the general modified Bessel functions Wlv(x) and Z,„(x), respectively, and let, for

a fixed pair of positive integers k and m,

b'k(v + e) < a'm(v), e > 0.
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Then

b'k{v + e) < a'm(v)

b'k + i(" + e) a'm +1(")

We only indicate the proof of Theorem 4.1, because it is analogous to that of Theorem 3.1.

The only difference in the proofs is that instead of Lemma 3.1 we must use a more general

result (Sturm-Picone theorem) [6, pp. 225-226] which enables us to compare, reaching the

same conclusions as in Lemma 3.1, the differential equation (4.1) and a new equation

(d/dx)(q{x)dv/dx) + Q(x)v = 0, when in (a, b), p(x) > q(x) > 0 and 0 < P{x) <

Q(x).
From the differential equation (3.1) we find immediately that z(x) = (d/dx)Kjv(ex)

satisfies

d_
dx

dz/dx

v2 — e2x
+ z = 0.

Thus, following the lines of the argument given in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have the

conclusion of Theorem 4.1.

Clearly new results can be found using other differential equations. For example from

(3.2) satisfied by y = xl/2Kiv(x) we can obtain similar properties to that of Theorem 3.2,

for the zeros of the function KiP(x) + 2xK,'„(x).
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